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Simultaneous measurements of the low-altitude energetic particle flux by N OAA spacecraft
and the geostationary magnetic field by GOES 2 spacecraft are used to test the

recently proposedisotropic boundary algorithm (IBA) method to evaluate the instantaneous
magnetospheric configuration. According to the IBA method, the equatorward boundary of

the isotropicproton precipitation, in brief the isotropicboundary (IB), correspondsto the
boundary separating adiabatic and chaotic regimes of particle motion in the tail current
sheet and is controlled by the properties of the equatorial magnetic field. In this study we
confirm some of the fundamental features of the IBA method. First, we show that the
low-altitude IB position of 30- to 300-keV protons is strongly controlled by the equatorial

,

magnetic field in the tail. (The correspondingcorrelation coefficientexceeds0.9.) Second,
the MLT dependence of the nightside IB latitude is in good agreement with that computed
using magnetospheric models. Third, the observed magnetic field and the field predicted
by the IBA method using the measured lB position have similar values and are well
correlated with a correlation coefficient of at least 0.84 for the main components and a
standard deviation of only about 10 % of the dynamic range of these components. This
shows that the threshold condition separating the two particle motion regimes is fulfilled in
the proximity of the IB field line. We argue that the remaining inconsistencies between
the calculated and observed magnetic fields are mainly due to the fact that the available
magnetospheric models seem to underestimate the amount of tailward stretching of both
the tail field lines during active conditions as well as field lines starting from the dayside.
In view of its good capabilities to remotely determine the instantaneous magnetic field, we
expect that the IBA method will find wide applications in the mapping of magnetic field
lines and in testing of existing and new magnetospheric models.
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capabilities
of the IBA algorithm.Furthermore,
we point in Figure1, theremay be somesmallscalestructures
out tome inconsistencies
of the presentmagnetosphericaroundthe IB where,when movingtowardthe equator,
modelsthat are evidenton the basisof the IBA analysis. the precipitatingflux falls belowand then risesabovethe
In section5 we presentour conclusions.
trappedparticlefluxesbeforethe final deepdecrease
of
2.

CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE ISOTROPIC BOUNDARY
AND THE ISOTROPIC BOUNDARY ALGORITHM

2.1. Isotropic Boundary as Observedat Low Altitudes
Particle observations used here were obtained by the

space environmentmonitor (SEM) instrumentpackage

the JP/JT ratio. Here we shall use the final drop of the
JP/JT ratio as the definition of the IB. The scaleof these
small structuresis typically about 0.5• invariant latitude.
2. The latitude of the IB position seems to be inversely
related to particle rigidity. This is demonstrated for
protons of different energiesin an expanded scale at the
lower panels of Figures I and 2.

3. Polewards
of the isotropicboundarythe ratio JP/JT

on board the NOAA/TIROS, NOAA-6 and NOAA-7 remains nearly constant in spite of large variations in
spacecraft. These operational spacecraftfly on nearly particle fluxes. This indicatesthat the degreeof the loss
circular Sun-synchronouspolar orbits at the altitude of cone filling does not depend critically on the value of
about 800 km. Two spacecraftare operatingsimultaneously particle flux inside the isotropic zone.
in the 0900-2100 LT and 0300-1500 LT meridionalplanes.
4. The IB of energetic protons is found in the

The mediumenergyprotonandelectrondetector(MEPED) equatorwardhalf (in the diffusezone) of the auroral
instrument included in SEM measures with the time
resolution of 2 s the differential flux of protons in the

precipitation on the nightside, and equatorwards of the
intenseauroral precipitation at daysideand dusk. Therefore

energy ranges of 30-80 keV, 80-250 keV, 250-800 keV
etc., as well as the integral flux of electrons with an
energy in excessof 30 keV, 100 keV, and 300 keV.
The geometricfactor of the MEPED instrumentis about
0.0095 cm2 ster. The MEPED instrument includesa
pair of detectors,one looking radially outward and the
other in a perpendiculardirection. At high latitudes the

it lies well inside of the closedfield lines of the plasma
sheet. On the other hand, the IB of energeticelectrons
on the nightsideis often found in the polewardpart of
the auroral oval (in the structuredprecipitationregion).
The electronIB was rarely seenat dayside.
The first threecharacteristics
(apart from the small-scale
structuresmentionedin point 1) are ordinary featuresof

former measuresprecipitating particles in the central part
of the loss cone and the latter detects locally trapped

the nightside pattern of the energeticparticle precipitation
and are well documented in the past studies by Imhof

particles outside the nominal loss cone. In addition, the et al. [1977, 1979], Lundblad eta[ [1979], and $ergeev
total energydetector (TED) instrumentwas used to give et al. [1983]. Our survey of more than 300 orbits in
information about the total energy flux of precipitating August 19-23, 1979, and November 21-30, 1981, spanning
auroral electronsin the energy range between 300 eV and all MLT sectors, supports the common occurrence of
20 keV. The SEM instruments are described in detail by this pattern. The good MLT coverage allows us also to

Hill et al. [1985].
Two representativeexamplescharacterizingthe isotropic
boundary of energeticparticlesare givenin Figures I and
2. Figure 1 presentsthe particle flux variationsduring a
southernhemispherepassof the TIROS spacecraft(orbit

comment on the MLT dependenceof the IB position.
The same morphologyof the proton precipitation seems
to hold true for all activity conditions as well as for
all MLT sectorsincluding dayside. However,there is a
pronouncedMLT variation of the IB latitude. Figure 3

4368) on a disturbedperiod (AE - 700 nT; substorm showsthe invariantlatitudesof the isotropicboundaries
recoveryphase) on August 19, 1979. For comparison, of 80 keV protonsobservedover many successive
orbits
Figure 2 displaysthe data from the samespacecraftover during two periodscharacterizedby relativelysteadysolar
the sameMLT sectorbut duringa longquietperiod(AE wind andinterplanetary
magneticfield (IMF) parameters.
waslessthan 100 nT for 9 hoursbeforeand many hours The first (August 23, 1979) was a 10-hour-longquiet
after this observation;ICp was _•1). Furthermore,during period with AE • 100 nT, ICp _• 1, IMF Bz - 0-2

the latter eventtherewereremnants
of significant
fluxes nT, IMF By ---2-2

nT, and Vaw• 400 km/s. As

of solar energeticparticlesin the polar cap region which
helped to visualize the isotropicprecipitation. Outside
this region the proton fluxes seem to have a smaller
intensity during the quiet period. The solar particle event
started in the middle of August 19, i.e., after the pass

can be seenin Figure 3, the isotropic boundariesin the
two hemispheresagree well with each other and form a
continuousMLT pattern with a distinct noon-midnight
asymmetry. During the other, more disturbed interval on
August21, 1979(AE - 500-700nT, ICp- 4-5, IMF Bz --

of Figure1.

-4 nT, IMF By- -1 --3 nT, Vaw• 650 km/s) thereis

In spite of large differencesin activity conditions, in more scattering in data points, but the MLT dependence
the level of particle fluxesand in the latitudes of observed and the noon-midnightasymmetry are qualitatively the
structures,both figures show the followingmorphological same. However, the latitudes of the isotropic boundaries
characteristicsof energetic particle precipitation'
are 3 to 5 deg lower than during the more quiet period.

1. At each crossingof the auroral zone (monitoredby

the TED flux), there existsa sharp boundaryin both 2.2. Interpretationo.fthe IsotropicBoundaryin Termsof
proton and electronfluxesseparatingthe polewardzoneof Tail Current Sheet ScatteringMechanism
isotropicprecipitation(JT "' JP) from the equatorialzone
characterizedby weak filling of loss cone (JT •
JP)The pitch angledistributionsof particleson closedfield
This is the isotropicboundaryaccordingto our definition. lines may display a strong flux .depletioninthe loss cone
However,as seen, for example, at about 19000 s UT due to collisionsin the ionosphere.In particular, when
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dottedandsolidlines,respectively.
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observing
thedowngoing
particles
atlowaltitudes
aboveangles),
thedeviations
from
adiabatic
motion
arestrongest
theionospheric
loss
region,
therelative
amount
ofparticles
attheequator
inthecentral
current
sheet.
Adiabaticity
inside
thelosscone
canbeused
to measure
theamountisprimarily
controlled
bytheequatorial
value
oftheratio
ofpitch
angle
scattering
during
one
bounce
between
the Re/p,
where
Reisthecurvature
radius
ofthefield
line,
p
opposite
mirror
points.
In theabsence
ofwave-particle
= mVc/eBz
= G/Bzistheeffective
particle
gyroradius,
interaction,
thedepleted
losscone
willbeconserved
Visthetotal
particle
velocity,
andGisparticle
rigidity.
for adiabatically
moving
particles.
However,
possible
According
tothenumerical
simulations
oftrajectories
of
nonadiabaticity
orstochastization
ofparticle
motion
will small
pitch
angle
particles
[Sergeev
etal.,1983;
$ergeev
leadtothefilling
oftheloss
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Forthose
particles
andMalkov,
1988],
thethreshold
condition
forstrong
thatmirror
atlowaltitudes
(having
small
equatorial
pitch pitchangle
scattering
(scattering
to thecenter
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Fig. 2. Saxne as Figure I for orbit 4425.

cone)is approximately
as follows:

Rc/p-B•(GdB•/dz)
-• _<8

corresponds
to the adiabaticcasewherethe depletedloss
cone is conserved. In the outer part the loss cone is

(1) refilled
because
ofstochastic
particle
motion
when
crossing

where the equality sign correspondsto the isotropic

the equatorial current sheet. The boundary between these
regionsis the isotropic boundary. This simple pattern of

boundary. As seen in equation (1), the threshold two regionswith differenttypes of particle dynamicsat
condition for isotropic precipitationincludesonly particle the equator is always valid for protons due to the high
rigidity which is known from low-altitudemeasurements thresholdB, value (see Figure 4b). Computationsbased
and parametersof the equatorialmagneticfield with B,
on the T89 models[Tsyganenko,1989]for 80 keV protons
appearingas the main controllingparameter.
find threshold Bz values and IB positions at nightside
As shownin Figure 4, due to the monotonicdecrease between40 nT at r = 7.8 RE (Kp = 0) and 80 nT at
of equatorialB, with a distanceinto the tail, the closed r = 6.3 RE (Kp = 4) and in the dawn-duskmeridian
field line region is divided in two parts. The inner pa•t from about 20 nT to 30 nT and r = 10-12 RE.
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Isotropy

Boundary

of 80-KeV

Because of the much lower rigidity of electrons, the
correspondingthreshold Bz valuesfor electron IB are lower

protons

and the boundariesare in a magneticfield region mainly

75

controlled by the tail current. The monotonic decrease of
T89
KP

-

model
0

the radial Bz profile may not necessarilybe valid in this
region since the redistribution and filaxnentation of the
tail current and other dynamic phenomena like plasmoids
may generate bumps and gaps on this profile. In such a
case, as schematically shown by the dashed line in Figure
4b, there may be a few detached isotropic precipitation
regions. As a result of such possible structuredhess and
time variability of B•, the pattern and latitudinal position
of the isotropic boundary is expected to be more variable
for electrons than for protons. Because of these differences
between the electron and proton isotropic boundaries the
proton is more suitable for testing the IBA algorithm.
Another reason in favor of the proton is that the proton
IB lies close to the geostationary orbit where magnetic
measurements are regularly made.
In Figure 3 we have also plotted the MLT dependence
of the IB for 80-keV protons as obtained from the T89
model for the correspondingactivity level. This was done
by finding that point in the equatorial magnetosphereat
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the respectiveMLT sectorwhereequality(1) wasfulfilled
T89

model

and then projecting this point along the model field lines
intothe ionosphere. Figure 3 showsa fairly good agreement
between the observed and computed isotropic boundaries
within 4-5 hours of MLT around midnight. However,

4
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0
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1979,

the
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difference
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the observed and computed IB positions increases, and
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further
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at

about

0800

and

1600

MLT the IB could not be determined by the model. This
inconsistency will be discussed later in section 4.
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2.3. Basic Features of the Isotropic Boundary Algorithm

, hours

Fig. 3. Dependenceof the invariant latitude of 80 key proton

The IBA method[Sergeev
and Malkov,1988]is basedon

isotropic
boundary
onmagnetic
localtimeduring
(top)a long theabove
discussed
interpretation
ofisotropic
boundaries
quiet and (bottom)a moreactiveperiodas inferredfrom of energeticparticlesin terms of the tail currentsheet

successive
passesof NOAA/TIROS and NOAA-6 spacecraft. scattering mechanism.

The method allows for the
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Fig. 4. (a) Regions of adiabatic and chaotic paxtide motion and the isotropic boundary as obtained
from equation (1) using T89 model with Kp=3. (b) The radial profile of the Bz componentat the
equator accordingto the T89 (Kp=3) model (solid line). Thresholdvaluesof Bz separatingthe regionsof
adiabatic and chaotic motion of 80-keV protons and 30-keV electrons are shown as longer and shorter
dashed horizontal lines, respectively. The possible inhomogeneity of Bz in the distant current-dominated
plasma sheet is schematically illustrated by a dashed curve.
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determination of the version of the magnetosphericmodel

AUGUST
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1979

(here we use the T89 model) which leads to the best
agreement between the observed and calculated position
of the isotropic boundary for a given rigidity. The T89
model does not in general allow for the determination
of perfect agreement since the different versions of the
model are discretely ordered by the Kp level, and do not
cover

the

extreme

conditions

in

the

tail.

In

order

to

overcome these shortages to some extent, the tail current
of the T89 model was slightly modified by scaling it by
a scalar variable f. Thus the original and the modified
magnetic fields are as follows:

NOVEMBER

1981

where Btot, Bint, Bres, Bar, and Btail are the total
magnetic field, the internal magnetic field and contributions

from the magnetopausecurrent (plus field-alignedand
other currentsnot specifiedin the model), ring current
and tail current system, respectively. The best fitting
value of f was calculated for all Kp versionsof the model.
As the final outcome of this procedure we selected that
Kp version which gave f closest to I in order not to

deviateseriouslyfrom the originalmodel. Thus, starting Fig. 5. Magneticfield lines of T89 (Kp=4) modeland
from input parametersincludingthe date and time of GOES2 position(star)in the noon-midnight
planeof GSM

observation,
the IB coordinates
(invariant
latitudeand coordinates
computed
at 0700UT forAugust
1979(day220)
and November 1981 (day 320). The external magnetic field

MLT)andtherigidity,
theIBAgives
asanoutput
the (thick
arrow)
isshown
in thelocal
coordinate
system
(HP

two parameters
(Kp and J0 specifying
the best fitting and HE) usedby GOES2 with the preferred
component
magnetosphericmodel at the time of observations.

indicated(HE in August and HP in November).The dashed
curve indicates

3.

the central

surface of the tail

current

sheet.

COMPARISON OF Low-ALTITUDE
AND
MAGNETOSPHERIC
OBSERVATIONS

sensitive. Moreover, since the spacecraft is close to the

3.1. Control
of theIB Position
bytheTailMagnetic
Field central
current
sheet,
theHPcomponent
mayevenchange
The low-altitudepositionof the isotropicboundarywas its signin caseof verticalmotionsof the currentsheet.
comparedwith the tail magneticfield as simultaneouslyIn contrast,in summerthe spacecraftis further away
measuredby the GOES 2 spacecraftduring two time from the centralcurrentsheetand both components
(HP
periods
in November
21-30,1981,andAugust19-23,1979. andHE) aresensitive
to the magnetic
fieldof tail current
Theseintervals,whichwill be calledbelowthe "winter" althoughthe HE componentis slightlymore influenced.
and "summer"intervalsincludeddifferentactivity periods Accordingly,
duringthe two seasons
differentcomponents,
with Kp rangingfrom 0 to 6.
HP in winter and HE in summer,are better indicatorsof
The magneticfield measurements
of the geostationarythe magneticfield changesinducedby the variationsof
GOES2 spacecraft
(108øW;localmidnightat 0712UT) tail current.Belowwe will referto themas the preferred
are routinely given in a local geographiccoordinatesystem components.

whereone componentis taken alongthe Earth rotation
Figure6 presents
our resultsfor the comparison
between
axis (HP), one is radial (HE; earthwardpositive)and low-altitudeand magnetospheric
observations.There
we

oneis eastward
(HN). The eastward
component
is very haveplottedthe observed
IB positions
of 80-keVprotons
small both accordingto observationsand model and versusthe simultaneously
measurednear-equatorialtail
thereforeit will not be includedin the analysis. The magneticfield components.The data were only selected
main components
(HP and HE) presenteda different according
to the MLT sectorsuchthat both observations
behavior and relationshipwith the IB positionsin the wererequiredto be within 2 hoursof MLT frommidnightin
two different seasons. Figure 5 visualizesthe seasonal orderto suppress
the largediurnalvariations(cf. Figure3).
changesin geometry[seeMcPherronand Barfield,1980] No other selectionwith regardto, for example,magnetic
including the change of the current sheet shape and
the GOES 2 position with respect to the current sheet,
as well as the changesin the local coordinate system.
Bext indicates the magnetic field caused by external

activity, interplanetary conditionsor substorm phase was
applied. As seen in Figure 6, the efficient tail control

of the IB position is indicated by the high correlation
coefficientswith the preferred magnetic components:r =

(magnetospheric)
currents.Figure5b showsthat in winter 0.91 (25 data points) in Novemberand r =-0.95 (24
the HP componentvariessensitivelywith respectto the points) in August. The corresponding
linear regressions
tail magnetic field whereas the HE componentis not as with the preferred componentsare the following:
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1981

November

1981

August 1979

• August 1979
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•67
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-

-

0.95

=163

ß

ß •61

r = 0.91
59'

o

do

150

HE measured

20

'

'
HP measured

at (fOES-2 , nT

A
'

'

do

at (fOES-2 , nT

Fig. 6. The invariantlatitude of the isotropicboundaryof 80-keVprotonscomparedwith the two main
components
of the geostationary
magneticfield simultaneously
measured
by GOES 2. Both NOAA/TIROS
and GOES 2 spacecraftwere required'to be within 2 hoursof MLT from midnight. Regression
lines and
correlation coefficientsare given for preferred componentsonly.

IBLat(deg)-56.6+ 0.126
HP(nT)(November)
(38) thepreferred
components
(r = 0.84forHEcomponent
in
Augustand 0.91 for HP component
in November)and,

ß

IBLat(deg)70.9-0.086
HE(nT)
(August)
(3b)with
theexception
ofanonpreferred
fewscattered
data
points,
is
alsofairly
good for the
components.
There
Theserelationships
indicatea fairlygoodsensitivity
of is a definitepatternfor datapointsdeviating
fromthe
theIB position
to the geostationary
magnetic
fieldsince diagonal
lineof perfect
correlation.
Whereas
forlargeHP
the IB invariant
latitudechanges
by roughlyI degper andsmallHE values(corresponding
to highIB latitude
10 nT change
in thepreferred
components.
Thestandardin quietconditions;
seealsoFigure6) the predicted
and
deviationsof the IB latitude in the above relations are

observedmagneticfields are in nearly perfect agreement,

lessthan I deg(0.86and 0.65deg,respectively),
i.e., theobserved
magnetic
fieldis moredepressed
forsmallHP
much less than the observedvariationin the IB latitude.

but moreintensefor large HE than the predictedmagnetic

(As expected,
the nonpreferred
components
showa less field. Thesedeviations
will be discussed
in moredetail
clear correlationand includesomewidelyscattereddata in section4. The accuracyof the quantitativeprediction

points).

of the geostationary
magnetic
fieldby the IBA method
can be characterizedby the standard deviationswhich

3.2. Testing
theIBA Procedure
In this sectionwe determinethe IB positionfor an

wereabout7 nT for the HP component
in November
and about 13 nT for HE in August.Sincethe measured

evenmoreextendeddata set by includingdata points valueof HP (HE) variedbetween
20 and100nT (50 and
froma widerMLT sector.Thisalsoallowsusto testthe 160nT), the prediction
accuracy
is onlyabout10 % of
IBA procedureoutsidethe midnightsector. As above,
we use the observedIB positionsat given times as input
parametersfor the IBA algorithmand, usingthe output
parameters
definingthe appropriatemagnetospheric
model,

the wholedynamicrangeof thesemagneticcomponents.
Note that in order to achievethis accuracyin predicting
the magneticfield at the geosynchronous
distance,it was
necessary
to determineseparateregression
equationsfor

compute then the magnetic field at the location of GOES

each season.

2 usingthe selected
model.Thesepredictedmagneticfield

As alreadymentioned,the aboveanalysiswas based

valuesare comparedwith the observedonesin Figure 7.

on the isotropic boundaries of 80-keV protons. We

We have now included all orbits where both NOAA and

have also tested 30 and 250 keV protons and obtained

GOES 2 spacecraftwere in the 2000-0400MLT sector
(72 data points in Novemberand 94 in August). As
seenin Figure7 the geostationary
magneticfield values
predicted
by the IBA procedure
usinglow-altitude
particle
observations
are quantitativelyfairly closeto the observed
ones. This means that the state of the tail magnetic
fieldis reasonably
well determined
by this procedure
and,
reversingthe argument, that the observedIB positions
occur very close to the field lines where the threshold
condition(1) for pitch anglescatteringin the current

similar results. As an exampleof the consistency
of
obtainedpredictions,
Figure8 showsthe comparison
of HP
components
predictedby the IBA using30- and 250-keV
protons.A regularpatternof deviationis seenin Figure
8 suchthat the 30-keV protons,whoseisotropicboundary
is located further from the Earth than that of 250 keV
protons,requirea moredepressed
(by about5 to 7 nT)
and more stretchedmagneticfield. This indicatesthat
the true equatorialmagneticfield gradientis larger than
includedin the magneticfield model. We will further

sheet is fulfilled. Again, the correlation is highest between

discussthis point in the following section.
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Fig.7. TheHEandHPcomponents
measured
byGOES
2 compared
withthose
predicted
bytheIBA

method
overtwotimeperiods.
TheNOAA/TI]•OS
andGOES
2 spacecraft
werenowwithinthe2000-0400
MLT sector.Regression
linesareshown
for preferred
components
only.
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4.

DISCUSSION

/

November

/

1981

4.1. Tail Current Sheet Scattering as the Dominant
Mechanismof IsotropicPrecipitation

/
/

/
/

80/

Wave particle interactionswere long considered
to be
/

the main mechanism
leadingto pitch anglescattering
of magnetospheric
particles,and the measuredparticle

/

/

70-

precipitationswere interpretedentirely in terms of this

mechanism
(see,forexample,
a review
byHultqvist,
[1979]).
Although
theprinciple
ofpitchanglescattering
in magnetic
field regionswherethe conditions
for adiabaticparticle
motionare violatedwas knownsincethe early age of
magnetospheric
physics
[seeAlfvdnandFSlthammar,
1963],
this mechanism
hasso far beenapplied,for example,to
solarprotons
but notto auroralorenergetic
magnetospheric

60-

/

50/
/
/

/

particles. On the other hand, duringrecentyearsthe

/
/

theoretical
importance
of chaotic(nonadiabatic)
effects
for
the
tail
plasma
sheet
has
been
widely
recognized
[see
HP (nT) predicted using 250 KeY protons
BiichnerandZelenyi,1987](alsoseepapersin the special
issueof Geophysical
Research
Letters,18 (8), 1991).
in explaining
theisotropic
Fig. 8. Comparison
betweenthe two HP components Therearemanyuncertainties
calculated
usingtheIBA method
fromtheobserved
isotropicprecipitation
of energetic
particlesin
termsof the wave
40

4O

õ•0

6'0

7'0

boundaries
of 30-and250-key
protons.

8•0

90

particleinteraction
mechanism.First, thereis no
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sufficiently detailed picture of wave characteristics over
the vast plasma sheet region where isotropic precipitation

is observed. (We would like to remind the reader that
the region of isotropic proton precipitation extends from
the geosynchronous orbit up to the outer boundary of

6-

NOVEMBER 21 - 30 , 1981

plasmasheet;see Figures1 and 2.) Second,evenin cases
when there is experimental information about waves, it is
often not straightforward to decide whether they are able
to produce the strong diffusion required to fill the loss
cone isotropically. Also, the wave intensity is in general
structured and depends on the activity and certainly on
particle fluxes, in sharp contrast to the observedproperties
of the isotropic precipitation of energetic particles.
On the other hand, the properties of the TCS mechanism
are in agreementwith all observationalfacts. These include
the formation of a broad zone of isotropic precipitation on
closedfield hues of plasma sheet with a sharp equatorward
boundary. Moreover, the fact that the strong pitch angle
scattering inside this zone does not depend on particle

//
/
/

5-

AA

-/

//x/x

/

•3

/

-

/

iX/x

/x

/

/

/x//

/x

/
/

KP number

of magnetospheric

model

fluxesor activityconditions,
andtherigiditydependence
Fig.9. TheKpindexof themagnetospheric
model
obtained
of the isotropic boundary can naturally be explained by

from the IBA procedureversusthe simultaneous
value of the

the TCS mechanism.

real Kp index.

As shown in section 3, the equatorial magnetic field

requiredto producethe isotropicboundaryat its observed by up to 1 RE from its nominal positioneven at the
positiongenerallyagreeswith the observed
magneticfield. geosynchronous
distance,and the comparison
with the
The systematicdeviationsof the predictedand observed modelpredictions
is meaningless.
Therefore,althoughno
magneticfield values (see Figure 7) give evidencefor high time resolutionsolar wind data were availableto
an evenmore stretchedmagneticfield than requiredfor verify this, we believethat the inconsistent
data points
strong scattering. Similar results were earher obtained in Figures 6 and 7 reflect the need to take into account
from the in situ observationsof particle pitch angle the effectsof nonradialsolarwind flow when interpreting
distributionsand equatorialmagneticfield by the OGO the geostationarymagneticfield observations.
5 spacecraft[West et al., 1978]. This provesthat TCS
The resultsof Figure 7 showeda surprisinglygood
mechanism
is actingon the IB field linesand consequently correlationbetweenthe predictedand observedmagnetic
on the more tailward field lines also. Moreover,intense fieldalthoughwedidnot selectthedataaccordingtoactivity
particlescatteringproducedby the TCS mechanismon the level or substormphase,and althoughthe low-altitudeand
stretchedfield linesmay suppress
possiblemicroinstabilities magnetospheric
spacecraftcould be separatedby up to 8
by suppressing
the pitch angle anisotropyrequiredfor hoursof MLT. This showsthat the magneticfield in the
their excitation.In agreementwith theseand otherearlier near-Earthmagnetotailis mostlyinfluencedby large-scale

findings[e.g., Sergeevet al., 1983],we may state that currentsystemsrather than relativelylocalizedcurrent
the TCS mechanism
is evidentlythe dominantmechanismsystems.(A detailedinvestigation
of the substorm
phase
leadingto the isotropicprecipitation
of energetic
protons. effectsis retainedfor later work.) The relativelysmall
standard deviation between the predicted and observed

4.2.IBAasa Predictor
of theInstantaneous
Magnetic
magnetic
fields,
which
wasonlyabout
10%ofthetotal
Field
dynamical
range,
makes
it possible
to uselow-altitude
It is wellknownthattheKpindex(oranyothermagnetic energeticparticle observations
in monitoringthe tail
index)doesnotdescribe
themagnetic
configuration
reliably magneticfield as well as in magneticfield mapping.
[Fairfield,1991; Malkovand Sergeev,
1991]. To see The accuracy
of the methodcan still be increased,
for
this, we have plotted in Figure 9 the Kp number of example,by using the isotropicboundariesof particles

the'magnetospheric
model
asdetermined
fromtheIBA withdifferent
energies.
Thisideawastested
in thepaper
procedureagainstthe actualKp valueat the time of lB by Sergeevand Malkov [1988] but was not used here
measurement.
A weak overallcorrelationcan be seenbut becauseof the insufficientenergyresolutionof the SEM
the data pointsare widelyspread.For example,whenthe instrumentson board NOAA spacecraft.
real Kp is 2 or 3, manyeventsrequirea magnetospheric

configuration
corresponding
to model
version
of Kp = 4.3.Inconsistencies
oftheMagnetospheric
Models
Implied
5. Similarly,
a large
variation
in theobserved
magnetic
bytheIBAAnalysis
configuration
(especially
lobe field strengthand amount

Earlier comparisons
of the observedIB latitude and

of tailwardstretching)
wasdemonstrated
by Westet al. rigidityprofiles
withthosecomputed
frommagnetospheric

[1978]
forquietconditions
(lip = 0-1).

models
[Popielawska
andZwolakowska,
1991;
Imho•,
1988]

In Figures6 and 7 we sawsomewidelyscatteredimplied
a moredepressed
andstretched
magnetic
fieldin
datapoints.Mostof themwerefoundin conditions
of the near-Earth
region,
i.e.,largerradialgradients
in the
highlydisturbed
solarwindwhenthesolarwindvelocity equatorial
magnetic
fieldthangivenby themodel.These
may brieflydeviatefromradialdirectionby up to 10-15 studiesusedearherTsyganenko
modelswhichincludea

deg. Then the neutralsheetsurface
maybe inclinedsmaller
depression
andtailward
stretching
thanthelatest
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Tsyganenkomodel (T89) used in our analysis. However, predicted by the T89 model. However, there are
even using the T89 model, Figure 7 indicates that during considerabledeviations at the dayside.

the most active conditions(most depressedfield) the
observedHP componentis up to 20 nT weakerthan the
predictedone. Also, the systematicdeviationsin Figure8
usingdifferentproton energiesimply larger field gradients
in the near-Earth region. This interpretation is further
supportedby comparisons
betweenthe observedand model
magnetic fields made by Tsyganenko[1990], Fairfield
[1991], and Malkov and $ergeev[1991]. Concluding,the
systematicdeviations observedin Figures 7 and 8 are
mainly associatedwith the shortcomingsof the applied
magneticfield model.
Let us now turn back to the MLT dependence
of the
isotropic boundary shownin Figure 3. We did not find
any differencein the isotropicboundaryor precipitation
characteristics
of protonsbetweendaysideand nightside.

2. The IB latitudes on the nightsideare strongly

which,dependingon the seasonalchanges,experiencethe
largest influenceof the tail current sheet.
3. The preferredmagneticfield componentspredicted
by the IBA method display a high correlationwith the
correspondingfield componentsmeasuredby GOES 2.
The standarddeviationof this correlationwas only about
10 % of the dynamic range of these components.This
demonstratesthe great predictive capability of the IBA
methodin monitoringthe magneticfield in the near-Earth

Furthermore, no discontinuity was found to exist between

tail.

controlledby the tail equatorialmagneticfield. We found
a correlationcoefficientlarger than 0.9 when comparing
data from the two regionswithout selectingit according
to, for example,magneticactivity or any other way. The
best correlationwas found for preferredfield components

thesetwo regions.As discussed
aboveand seenin Figure
4. All abovementionedresults(the strongcontrolof
3, the model computationsdid not fulfill the threshold the IB positionby the tail magneticfield, the correlation
conditionof equation (1) in the daysidemagnetosphere. of the observedand predicted values of the equatorial
Instead, thoseparts of the modeledisotropicboundarythat magnetic field, and the MLT variation and the rigidity

areclosest
to noonarereallyonfieldlinesthreadingtoward dependence
of the IB latitude)stronglysupportthe view
the expectedpositionof the low-latitudeboundarylayer, that particlescatteringin the equatorialcurrentsheet(tail
i.e., towardthe flanksof the magnetopause.
The observed currentsheetscattering)is, at least on the nightside,the
inconsistencybetween observationsand computationscan dominant mechanismproducingthe isotropicprecipitation
be understoodif the daysidefield lines emanatingfrom the of energetic protons.
daysidecleft region are actually more taftward stretched
5. Systematicdifferencesbetween the predicted and

than given by the model. This agreeswith the recent observed
IB latitudesat daysidewerefound. Furthermore,
resultsby P.L. Izraelevitchand N.S. Nikolaeva(preprint, indirect evidence was obtained for a more taftward

1991)whocompared
the samemodelfield (T89) with the stretchedmagneticfield at the geosynchronous
orbit on
observational
data usedoriginallyby Tsyganenko
[1989] the nightside.Theseare interpretedas beingdue to
for constructingthis model. Computingthe differences systematicinconsistencies
of the T89 magnetospheric
field
between the observedand modeled magnetic field and which was used in the IBA procedure.
averagingthesedifferences
alongindividualflux tubesthey
Summarizing,the low-altitudeobservations
of isotropic
found large systematicdeviationsof more than 50 % in boundaries
of energeticparticlescanbe usedas a powerful
the tubes emanatingfrom the wide region around the tool to obtain informationon the instantaneous
magnetic
nominal daysidecleft location. They concludedthat the field configurationand to test the global structure of
T89 modelseriouslyunderestimates
the tailward stretching present and future magnetospheric
models.
of these

field

lines.

Therefore

we believe

that

most

of

the remaininginconsistencies
betweenthe modeledand
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5.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have studied the equatorial boundary

of theisotropic
precipitation
of energetic
(>30keV)
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